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Let G be an extension of an elementary abelian p-group A by an abelian group X 
with faithful and irreducible action. Then any torsion unit of the integral group ring 
ZG is rationally conjugate to a trivial unit. This confirms a conjecture of 
Zassenhaus for these groups G. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let U1(ZG) be the group of units of augmentation one of the integral 
group ring ZG of the finite group G and TU,(ZG) the set of torsion units 
contained therein. Then a conjecture of Zassenhaus says that for a 
u E TU,(ZG) there exists a group element g E G and unit a of the rational 
group algebra QG such that u = a-‘ga. Using the symbol - for con- 
jugation in U&G; we may state 
(ZC) ueTU,(ZG)a3geG such that u-g. 
This conjecture has been confirmed for nilpotent class two groups in [S] 
and metacyclic groups (a) >a (x) with (o(a). O(X)) = 1 in [4]. In this 
paper we shall prove the conjecture (ZC) for metabelian groups with the 
top group acting faithfully irreducibly on the bottom group. We have 
THEOREM. Suppose that G = A M X with A normal elementary abelian 
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p-group and X an abelian group. Suppose that X acts faithfully irreducibly on 
A. Then 
u E TU,(ZG) =z- 3g E G such that u -g. 
The group G of the theorem is the critical case of the main result of [ 11. 
We have to make certain computations as in that paper in a slightly more 
general context. To make the presentation here clearer we have decided to 
include the details. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It follows from [2, Satz 11.3.10] that if IAl =p“ and K is a finite field of 
degree d over its prime field, F,, then there is an isomorphism y from A to 
the additive group of K and a monomorphism 4: X+ K*, the mul- 
tiplicative group of K, such that 
da”) = d(x) y(a), XEX,~EA. 
We shall set 1x1 = r. 
Let tr: K + F, denote the galois trace. Since K/F, is separable very non- 
zero linear map K + FP can be realized as tx + tr(&) for some 19 EK*. 
Fixing a complex primitive pth root o of unity, every nontrivial complex 
character of A is realized as 
for some 6 E K*. Q-1 1 
Since X acts fixed point freely on A\{ 1 } it follows [6, p. 621 that every 
nonlinear irreducible character 1 of G is induced from x0, A = Ind: xe for 
some 0 E K*. Let TO be the corresponding representation. Then we may 
consider the representation space of T, to be RX with R = Z[w] and the 
action 
To(a) Y = &da”) Y, T,(x) Y = XY, aEA,x,yEX. (2.2) 
Now, since Xo(aY) - 1~ 0 mod(w - l), we have 
TJa- l)y=(Xe(aY)-l)y=O mod(o- 1). 
Denoting by A(G, A) the ideal ZGA(A) where A(A) is the augmentation 
ideal of A we conclude that for any 6 E A(G, A) we have an operator S,(6) 
on RX so that 
T@(8) = (o - 1) S,(6). (2.3) 
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Let S,(S) denote the reduction of S,(6) mod(w- 1). Then s,(S) is an 
operator on FpX and, by extension of scalars, on KY. Since 
TB(A(G, A)‘) RXG (w- 1)2RX 
we observe that S, induces the map 
s,: d(G, A)/d(G, A)2 + End,KX. (2.4) 
Moreover, since T, : RG -+ End, RX is a ring homomorphism, for a E A, 
xEX we have 
S,(x(a- l))= T,(x) &(a- l), S,((a-l)X)=SB(u-l) T&z), (2.5) 
where T@ is the reduction of To mod(o - 1). 
Let us pick 6 E A(G, A). Then by [ 1, Lemma 2.21 we can write uniquely, 
6 z c ~(a,- 1) mod A(G, A)* with a, in A. (2.6) 
x E x 
We shall keep this notation fixed from now on. Since, by (2.1), 
(~~(a)- 1)/(0-l)= 1 +o+ ... +,trceycu”~l,tr(By(u)) mod(o- 1) 
we have for y E X 
S,(u-l)y=((~Ja’)-l)/(w-1))~ (mod(w-1)) 
= tr(f3y(uY)) y. 
Therefore,by (2.5) we get 
&(~)Y=C ~&)~d~,- l)y=~tr(RW))-v. (2.7) 
.T x 
We choose a basis of RX so that T@(x) is diagonal, namely, the primitive 
idempotents of KX, 
Ei = (l/r) 1 $+yx, i mod r. 
xex 
T,(x) Ei = (b(X)iEi. 
Associate to 6, the elements 6,, i E Z, depending only on i mod r, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
6,= 1 q4(x)iy(u,)EK. (2.10) 
xex 
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Now we can compute the action of Se(d) with respect o the new basis. For 
aEA,imodr, 
&(a - 1) Ej = (l/r) 1 d(x) -j &(a - 1) x 
x 
= (l/r) 1 d(x)-’ tr(Oy(ax)) x 
.r 
= (l/r) 1 &x)-j WWx) ~(4) x 
= (llr); C&-j ( 1 ((V(x) y(a)Y”) x 
= (l/r); (ey(u)).~~~~(x)~~+~~x) 
n x 
= C (By(U))P”Ej-p”, 
nmodd 
Thus 
S,(S) &j=C T,(X) S,(U,- 1) Ej 
= C ep” (C ?(a,) d(X)p-nj- l)pEj-fl 
n * 
We have proved the important formula 
so(d) Ej= 1 (86,-,- I)p’Ejppn. 
nmodd 
We also need to know that 
(2.11) 
St3 is an injective map d(G, A )/A (G, A)2 + End,KX. (2.12) 
Proof: Suppose that S,(S) = 0: then s,(S) y = 0 for all y E A’. It follows 
by (2.7) that tr(@(y) ~(a~)) = tr(@(uY,)) =0 for all x, y EX. Since 4(X) 
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spans K over F,, by the irreducibility of A as X-module, we have 
tr(Ky(a,)) = 0. It follows by the nondegeneracy of the trace that ~(a,) = 0 
for all x. Thus u, = 1 for all x and 6 E 0 mod d(G, A)*. This proves (2.12). 
3. OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let UE T, U(ZG) be given with G = A >a X as in the statement of the 
theorem; A is elementary abelian of order pd, 1x1 = r, r 1 (p”- 1). In such a 
group G every element has order p or a divisor of r. It follows by 
[3, Lemma 31 that O(U) = p or a divisor of r. In the latter case u - x, x E X 
by Theorem 2 of [3]. So we may assume that o(u)=p. Therefore, 
u = 1 mod d(G, A). As in [3,4,5] it suffices to find an element a E A such 
that T(U) is conjugate to 7’(a) for every absolutely irreducible represen- 
tation T of G. Since G’ = A, T(u) = T(a) = 1 for all linear representations T
and all a E A. Thus we have to show 
To(u) - To(a) for a suitable a E A and all 8 in K*. (3.1) 
First, we set up notation and make the following observations: 
u=1+6, 6~4G, A), 6e~x(a,-- 1) modd(G, A)*. 
x 
We know by [ 1, Lemma 3.33 that 6 # d(G, A)2, 
S,(S)P = S,(S) (3.2) 
Proof Since (1 + c’?)~ = 1 it follows by Cl, Lemma 3.51 that 
p6+P=Omodd(G, A)p+‘. 
Since T,(d(G, A)) RXE (CD- 1) RX we have 
T,(ph + dp) s 0 mod(o - l)p+l 
~(o-~)S~(~)+(O-~)PS~(~)~=O mod(o-l)P+l. 
We conclude from p/(o - 1 )“- ’ = -1 mod(w - 1) that 
-S@(8)+ So(B)p~O mod(o- 1). 
This proves (3.2). 
It is clear from (3.2) that both T@(u) and S,(S) are diagonalizable. The 
important connection between them is given by 
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If T,(u) has characteristic polynomial n;=, (Z- eP) then 
S,(S) has characteristic polynomial n;=, (Z - Cri) E I;,[Z]. (3.3) 
ProoJ: From S,(6) = (l/(0 - l))( T@(U) - I) it follows that the roots of 
the characteristic polynomial of S,(6) are 
Corn’ - 1 -= 1 +o+ ... +~“+‘=rn~ mod(o-1) 
O-l 
for l<i<r, 
as claimed. 
Applying this to 6 = u-l and 6 = a- 1, (3.1) and hence the theorem will 
be proved once we have shown 
Given u = 1 + 6, up = 1, there exists a E A such that s,(S) and 
&(a - 1) have the same eigenvalues for all 8 E K*. (3.4) 
To prove (3.4) we have to introduce mysterious operators Y,(6) E End,KX 
which will satisfy 
S,(S)= 1 Yo(S)P” 
nmodd 
having many pleasant properties so that the eigenvalues of S,(S) can be 
read off from those of Y,(6) by taking tr. 
4. THE Y OPERATORS 
We recall our notation and keep it fixed throughout. G= A XI X, 
IAl=pd, (XI=r, rl(pd-1), u=1+6,6~d(G,A), 8$A(G,A)2 6=x,6x 
x(a, - 1) mod d(G, A)*, hi = C, q5(x)‘y(a,). We shall need 
LEMMA 4.1. S; = nP,:\ S,, + m for k E Z. 
Proof Let X, be a cyclic group of order pd- 1 containing X and let 
q51 : X, -+ K* be an isomorphism extending 4. Then we can define an X, 
action on A by r(a”)=$,(x)y(a) for XEX~, UCA and form G,=A >aX, 
containing G. Since 6 is in d(Gi, A) 2 A(G, A) we can form the numbers 6: 
for 6 with respect to G,. Now, a priori, 8: depend on i mod(pd- 1). 
However, we have 
6~ c x(u,-l)modA(G,,A)2 with a,=1 for xeX. 
XEX, 
Thus s:=C,.x,il(x)‘~(u,)=C,., qi(x)‘y(u,) = 6,. Since G, has only one 
nonlinear absolutely irreducible representation we may for the proof sup- 
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pose that r=pd- 1 and take 8 = 1, S, = S. Write S(S) sj= Cj s(i,j) si so 
that [s(i,j)] is the matrix of S(S). It follows from (3.2) that 
d&j)= C s(i,m,)s(m,,m,)...s(m,-,,j). (4.2) 
m,. m* . .. . . m,-, 
We know from (2.11) that 
i 
6$,_ 1 
s(U)= o 
if i-j-p”mod(pd- 1) 
otherwise 
ifj-i=p”mod(p”- 1) = sgLi, 
0 otherwise. 
Fix i, j with j - i E p” mod(pd - 1). Then the nonzero terms in the sum (4.2) 
occur only when m, - i, m2 -m, ,..., j - mp- i are all powers of p 
mod( pd - 1). Suppose they are pnl, pn2,..., p”p, respectively. Then 
(m,-i)+(m,-mm,)+ ... +(j-m,-,)=j-i 
yields 
pn1+pn2+ ... +p”P=pnmod(pd-1). 
We claim that this happens only when n, ,..., nP are all E (n - 1) mod d. 
Since pd z 1 mod( pd - 1) we may replace ni by any of its residues mod d, 
and so may assume that n < nj for all i. Then divide by p” so that we may 
assume that n = 0 and show that ni E - 1 mod d. Replacing ni by least non- 
negative residue mod d we must show ni = d - 1. But now 
p=po+ ... +po<p”l+ ... +P”P<pd-‘+ .*. +pd-i=pd 
and p”‘+ ... +p”p= 1 =pdmod(pd- 1) clearly forces p”‘+ ... +p’+=pd 
and n, = (d - 1) for all i; proving our claim. 
Thus the sum in (4.2) collapses to a single term 
44 i+P”)=o<mv,, s(i+mp”-‘, i+(m+ 1)~“~‘) 
. . 
and thus 6$~i=noG,G,-, 6$,~Ci+mp”~1~. By taking p”-‘th roots we 
have, ~~-ni=170.,.,~~ dp.p-ni+m which proves the lemma if we write 
k cp-“‘. 
NOW we are ready to introduce our Y operators. 
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DEFINITION. We define Y,(6) in End,KX by 
YB(B)&j=esj-,&j-p 
The operators have very nice properties and we state them as 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The operators Y,(6) satisfy the following: 
(i) YJI?S)~= YJB). 
6) $A@ = Cnmodd Yo(@f. 
(iii) The eigenvalues of s,(S) are obtained by applying tr to the eigen- 
ualues of Y,(6). 
(iv) If a E A, a # 1 then the eigenvalues of Y,(a - 1) form the coset 
@(a) d(X) of (image 4) in K*. 
(v) aYo(S) = Y,,(6) for rxEK*. 
- - 
(vi) Td~)F’yd~) T,(Y)= Yb(,,,(6)foryEX. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1 and induction on n we get 
for k E 2 and n > 0. This relation with k =p-“j - 1 shows that the product 
of 6’s in the obvious equation 
Y,(6)~“&j=dp”(6j~l~jj-*~~~sj~-p”)&j~p. 
is in fact equal to b$,- i. Thus we have 
Yg(b)P”~j = tlp”6$njp, cjpp, n 2 0. (4.4) 
(i) Immediate from (4.4) because pd- 1 mod r and tPd= 13. 
(ii) Also follows from (4.4) in conjunction with (2.11). 
(iii) Y,(6) is diagonalizable by (i). If ul, uZ,..., u, is a basis of eigenvectors 
of Y,(S) with eigenvalues jlr,..., 1, then 
S,(S) ui= 1 Ye(S vi = 1 A< ui = tr(&) ui. 
n ” 
(iv) We shall show the elements of X form a basis of eigenvectors of 
Y,(a - 1). Let us compute the “8:~” for 6 = (a- 1). In this case a, = 1 for 
allx#landa,=aifx=l.Wehave 
aj = 1 4(xMaJ = y(a) 
X6X 
481110312-7 
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and 
Now, it follows from (2.8) that for XE X, 
x= 1 q5(xyEi, 
imod r 
Y,(U - 1) X = 1 #(X)‘@‘(U) Ei- 1 = 87(U) $(X) 1 #(X)l- ‘Ei- 1 
I 
which exhibits the eigenvalues. 
(V) aY,(6)&j=R66j~,E,~1= Y,,(6)Ej. 
(vi) 
This completes the proof of (4.3). 
5. COMPLETION OF THE F%XF OF THE THEOREM 
To complete the proof of theorem we have only to prove (3.4). 
Proof of (3.4). We are given u = 1 + 6, up = 1, 6 E d(G, A), 6 $ d(G, A)’ 
and we have to find an a E A such that S,(S) and ,&,(a - 1) have the same 
eigenvalues for all 0 E K*. By (4.3)(iii) it is enough to find a such that Y,(6) 
and Y,(a - 1) have the same eigenvalues. Since 6 4 d(G, A)2 it follows by 
(2.12) that S,(S) #O. Therefore, Y,(6) #O by (4.3)(ii). Choose an eigen- 
value PEE* of Y,(6). By (4.3)(v) and (vi) we have for VEX, 
Tl(Y)-‘yl(@ T,(Y) = YqQ)@) = KY) Yl(4 
which implies that all elements of p. b(X) are eigenvalues of Y,(6). But 
1~. d(X)1 = 1x1 = dim,KX, so these are all the eigenvalues of Y,(6). Again 
by (4.3)(v), Y,(6) = t9Y,(6) so that the eigenvalues of Y,(6) form the coset 
@b(X), for all 8. Taking SEA with r(a) =p we conclude from (4.3)(iv) 
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that Ye(a - 1) and Y,(6) have the same eigenvalues for all 8 E K* and we 
are finished. 
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